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BOOKLISTS & RESOURCES
Bolded books are from Dynamic Resources

www.dynamic-resources.net

Skills Based Asssessment of Core Communi-
cation Standards (SACCS K-2 and 3-5)

Jennifer Schults
Dynamic Resources

Falling For Rapunzel Leah Wilcox

Dinosaur Roar! Henrietta Strickland

Capering Cows Shari Robertson

I Can Do That.  I Can Say That Suzy Lederer

Run, Turkey Run Peggy Agee

Rosie’s Walk Pat Hutchins

Monsters Can Mosey Gilla Olson

Move! Steve Jenkins and Robin Page

A Peanut Sat on a Railroad Track Elizabeth Redhead Kriston

Firefly Fox Alexandra Bowser

Rudy and the Butterflies Perry Flynn

Very Vivid Vocabulary Monica Gustafson

Eight Ate Marven Turban

Cat Queen Alexander Bowser

Now, You’re Peaceful and You Know It Suzy Lederer

Primary References
Report of the National Reading Panel
(Available at www.nationalreadingpanel.org)

Building Better Readers: The Complete Guide to Literacy Development for SLPs

www.thinkablepuzzles.com   - Hink Pinks and Commonyms



Summary of Research
Teaching Vocabulary

Reading aloud/incorporating books into 
therapy is an effective and efficient way 
to build vocabulary.

Active engagement improves learning.

Effective direct vocabulary instruction 
does not rely on definitions.

Teaching word parts enhances learn-
ing.

Students must represent their knowl-
edge of words in both  linguistic and 
non-linguistic ways.

Playing with words and gamification are 
effective ways to help students become 
more word conscious.

Repeated exposure is essential



Understand and Use a 
Variety of Words from 

Different Semantic                  
Categories.

� Nouns
� Verbs
� Adjectives
� Adverbs
� Prepositions
� Conjunctions

Word 
Relationships

� Categorization
� Shades of Meaning
� Synonyms, Antonyms
� Real-Life Connec

tions Between Words
and Use

� Literal/Non-Literal
Language

� Figurative Language
� Homographs/Homo-

phonesGrade-Level 
Vocabulary and 

Content

� Unknown Words
� Multiple Meaning

Words
� Using Context as a

Clue to Meaning
� Represent Words

Using Visual Displays

Morphological 
Skills

� Affixes/Roots
� Greek/Latin

Influences
� Compound Words

CCSS Vocabulary Standards



Create your own story!

the went for a walk

THROUGH the 

ACROSS the

DOWN the

OVER the 

AROUND the

 and UNDER the 

and got home just in time for 



Create your own story!

                                     the                                                         went for a walk

                   THROUGH the 

ACROSS the

                     DOWN the

OVER the 

                     AROUND the

 and UNDER the 

and got home just in time for 





    ________             _________               _________                     _________

    ________             _________               _________                     _________

    ________             _________               _________                     _________

    ________             _________               _________                     _________

EMOTIONS  ICONS



MY ARCHENEMY 
IS

MY SUPERPOWERS 
ARE MY SUPERHERO 

NAME IS 

MY SIDEKICK IS

© SHARI ROBERTSON



DOODLE MONSTERS!
My Doodle Monster’s NAME is MY monster has lots of different body parts!

A ____________________ head

A _____________________ body

Two ___________________ eyes

Two____________________ears

A ______________________ mouth

Two ____________________wings

A ______________________nose

Two_____________________horns

And ______________________________

My monster likes to eat

My monster lives in a

Words that describe how my monster moves

This is what makes 
my monster HAPPY

This is what makes 
my monster MAD

This is what makes 
my monster SAD

This is what makes 
my monster AFRAID



MY DOODLE MONSTER

download body parts to trace from
www.dynamic-resources.net



Children’s Books with a Purpose

Children’s Books with a Purpose

www.dynamic-resources.net

We are pinning activities to extend 
the fun and learning on pinterest!

Come check us out!
@DynResources

Subscirbe to our You Tube channel 
for ongoing ideas, lessons, activi-

ties, and free reesources.

curious midnight surprised miserable

peaceful glowing fluorescent* enormous

grumpy however suddenly surprised

sleepy brightly scrub trotted

celebration quickly firefly disturbed

SUGGESTED VOCABULARY WORDS FOR FIREFLY FOX 
STICKY NOTE ACTIVITY

(See video on our You Tube Channel for Instruction)

Notes:
Encourage students to use all the words
Students can also create their own words
At least one word per page
Modify as necessary
*optional



Relationship Easy Example

Synonym big:large::little:small

Antonym in:out::up:down

Part/Whole wheel:bike::tire:car

Characteristic cold:snow::sweet:sugar

Cause/Effect fire:burn::ice:freeze

Object/Location cow:barn::bird:nest

Classification purple:color::hammer:tool

Action/Object fly:plane::drive:car

Item/Purpose fork:eating::crayon:coloring

Product/Worker smell:nose::sight:eye

Analogy Relationships



Vocabulary Resources

189Reproducible for Educational Use- Dynamic Resources

BUILD - A - CINQUAIN

Adjectives (describe the noun)

 Noun

Verbs (describe action of  the noun)

Restate Noun or Synonym

Observations or Feelings



SEEP
STEM EXAMPLE EXPLANATION PICTURE



{
Brace Map

Word

Definition

Word Parts



SEEP
STEM EXAMPLE EXPLANATION PICTURE
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DISCLOSURESDISCLOSURES

FINANCIAL
 I have been provided with an honorarium to present this 

webinar.
 I write, publish and speak extensively on topics related to 

language and literacy development (and other areas).  
 I own a publishing company, Dynamic Resources, which 

publishes resources related to literacy development.  
Some of these resources are referenced and/or shown in 
this presentation.

NONFINANCIAL  
No non-financial relationships exist related to the content 
of this presentation.

Shari Robertson, Ph.D., CCC-SLP, 2019 
ASHA President
ASHA Fellow
Board Certified Specialist-Child 
Language
CEO Dynamic Resources

Implement

The role of 
vocabulary in the 

development of oral 
and written language

Children’s literature to 
support vocabulary 

development across a 
variety of ages

Evidence-supported 
strategies to facilitate 

vocabulary 
development across a 

variety of service 
delivery models

SelectDiscuss
“Good readers 

comprehend more words 
than poorer readers.”

-National Reading Panel Report

“Good readers 
comprehend more words 

than poorer readers.”
-National Reading Panel Report

Vocabulary Plays a CRITICAL Role in 
Academic Success and Reading

To be effective readers, students must make           
sense of the words they SEE (reading vocabulary)               
by comparing them to the words they have          
HEARD (oral vocabulary)

Vocabulary Plays a CRITICAL Role in 
Academic Success and Reading

To be effective readers, students must make           
sense of the words they SEE (reading vocabulary)               
by comparing them to the words they have          
HEARD (oral vocabulary)

(Receptive ORAL Language)

LISTENING

(Expressive ORAL Language)
TALKING

READING
(Receptive WRITTEN Language)

1 2

3 4

5 6
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Students must understand the 
oral meaning of words before 

they can comprehend the 
written version of the word!

Students must understand the 
oral meaning of words before 

they can comprehend the 
written version of the word!

IMPORTANT!

Vocabulary – not decoding 
skills - has been found to be 
the BEST predictor of later 
reading comprehension

Vocabulary – not decoding 
skills - has been found to be 
the BEST predictor of later 
reading comprehension

Again…we already knew this….

It is especially critical that students who 
are at-risk vocabulary learners receive 
purposeful intervention to enhance the 
development of word knowledge and to 
help them become independent word 
learners and users.  

It is especially critical that students who 
are at-risk vocabulary learners receive 
purposeful intervention to enhance the 
development of word knowledge and to 
help them become independent word 
learners and users.  

UNFORTUNATELY……UNFORTUNATELY……

Vocabulary Instruction in 
the classroom is not 
robust enough -
especially for those with 
LLD challenges 

Vocabulary Instruction in 
the classroom is not 
robust enough -
especially for those with 
LLD challenges 

Beck (2002) argued that there is little emphasis on 
vocabulary instruction in the classroom. 

Further, Biemiller and Boote (2006) suggest that instruction is 
apparently “premised on the view that children can build 
the vocabulary they need after learning to read (decode) 
fluently, as little or no vocabulary instruction occurs during 
the primary grades”.

Beck (2002) argued that there is little emphasis on 
vocabulary instruction in the classroom. 

Further, Biemiller and Boote (2006) suggest that instruction is 
apparently “premised on the view that children can build 
the vocabulary they need after learning to read (decode) 
fluently, as little or no vocabulary instruction occurs during 
the primary grades”.

From this perspective….From this perspective….

Once students can decode, 
they will somehow miraculously 

learn all the vocabulary they 
need!

(We know this is ridiculous…)

Once students can decode, 
they will somehow miraculously 

learn all the vocabulary they 
need!

(We know this is ridiculous…)

7 8
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Wright and Neuman (2014)…Wright and Neuman (2014)…

…evaluated over 600 hours of  instruction in 55 classrooms (range of SES 
schools).  Vocabulary instruction by teachers was characterized by:

 One-time, brief word explanations

 Vocabulary taught out of context

 Little attention to on strategies for learning vocabulary

 Unsystematic word selection

Minimal time spent on vocabulary devoted to subject areas (e.g., science 
and social studies in which word explanations were most dense)

…evaluated over 600 hours of  instruction in 55 classrooms (range of SES 
schools).  Vocabulary instruction by teachers was characterized by:

 One-time, brief word explanations

 Vocabulary taught out of context

 Little attention to on strategies for learning vocabulary

 Unsystematic word selection

Minimal time spent on vocabulary devoted to subject areas (e.g., science 
and social studies in which word explanations were most dense)

FORTUNATELY….FORTUNATELY….

o Deficits in vocabulary can be 
remediated with quality, 
evidence-based intervention.

o Deficits in vocabulary can be 
remediated with quality, 
evidence-based intervention.

And SLPs have the expertise and skills to do it.   

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

At the same time, 
regardless of the service 
delivery model, 
intervention should be 
built around curriculum-
relevant activities and 
materials

At the same time, 
regardless of the service 
delivery model, 
intervention should be 
built around curriculum-
relevant activities and 
materials

Compare Current Skills 
Levels to State Educational 

Standards

Compare Current Skills 
Levels to State Educational 

Standards

Taking time to do a crosswalk between state educational skills and standards and the 
student’s current skills related to language and literacy can help you identify gaps in 
critical knowledge and design appropriate intervention to close those gaps.

Taking time to do a crosswalk between state educational skills and standards and the 
student’s current skills related to language and literacy can help you identify gaps in 
critical knowledge and design appropriate intervention to close those gaps.

Understand and Use a Variety of Words 
From Different Semantic Categories
Understand and Use a Variety of Words 
From Different Semantic Categories

• Nouns

• Verbs

• Adjectives

• Nouns

• Verbs

• Adjectives

• Adverbs

• Prepositions

• Conjunctions

• Adverbs

• Prepositions

• Conjunctions

13 14
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17 18
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Grade-Level Vocabulary and ContentGrade-Level Vocabulary and Content

Unknown words

Multiple meaning words

Use context as a clue to meaning 

Unknown words

Multiple meaning words

Use context as a clue to meaning 

Morphological SkillsMorphological Skills

Affixes/prefixes

Working with word roots

Compound words

Affixes/prefixes

Working with word roots

Compound words

Word RelationshipsWord Relationships

Categorization

Shades of meaning

Synonyms, Antonyms

Real-life connections between words and use

Literal/non-literal language

Figurative language 

Homographs/homonyms  

Categorization

Shades of meaning

Synonyms, Antonyms

Real-life connections between words and use

Literal/non-literal language

Figurative language 

Homographs/homonyms  

students:students:

have an awareness and interest in 
words, their meaning, and their 
power.

enjoy words and are eager to learn 
new words and to use them. 

have an awareness and interest in 
words, their meaning, and their 
power.

enjoy words and are eager to learn 
new words and to use them. 

UNFORTUNATELY…UNFORTUNATELY…

Students with 
language and 

literacy delays have 
not typically 

developed this trait 
(or it has been 

“taught” out of them)

Students with 
language and 

literacy delays have 
not typically 

developed this trait 
(or it has been 

“taught” out of them) Start with a bookStart with a book

19 20

21 22

23 24
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BOOKSBOOKS

 A study by Haynes and Ahrens 
(1988) revealed that children’s 
books contain approximately 
twice as many infrequently used 
or rare (think Tier 2 and 3) words 
than even conversations among 
college students.

 A study by Haynes and Ahrens 
(1988) revealed that children’s 
books contain approximately 
twice as many infrequently used 
or rare (think Tier 2 and 3) words 
than even conversations among 
college students.

AND….AND….

 Low cost or no cost 

 Readily available

 Portable 

 FUN!!!

 (Plus, when you use books in therapy you are naturally targeting 
both oral and written language and facilitating a love of reading)

 Low cost or no cost 

 Readily available

 Portable 

 FUN!!!

 (Plus, when you use books in therapy you are naturally targeting 
both oral and written language and facilitating a love of reading)

AND FINALLY …Indiana Core StandardsAND FINALLY …Indiana Core Standards

Use words, phrases, and strategies 
acquired through conversations, 
reading and being read to, and 
responding to literature and nonfiction 
texts to build and apply vocabulary.

Use words, phrases, and strategies 
acquired through conversations, 
reading and being read to, and 
responding to literature and nonfiction 
texts to build and apply vocabulary.

Just a few of the Vocabulary Standards and 
possible IEP goals that this book could 
address…

Just a few of the Vocabulary Standards and 
possible IEP goals that this book could 
address…

 Building Tier 2 vocabulary

 Phonological awareness 
(rhyming)

 Predicting

 Answering Wh Questions

 Figurative Language ~ 
Literal/Non-literal 
language

 Using context as a clue to 
word meanings

 Building Tier 2 vocabulary

 Phonological awareness 
(rhyming)

 Predicting

 Answering Wh Questions

 Figurative Language ~ 
Literal/Non-literal 
language

 Using context as a clue to 
word meanings

 Double-meaning words

 Critical thinking

 Synonyms

 Adjectives

 Shades of Meaning

 Prefixes and Affixes

 Pragmatic Skills

 Adverbs

 Double-meaning words

 Critical thinking

 Synonyms

 Adjectives

 Shades of Meaning

 Prefixes and Affixes

 Pragmatic Skills

 Adverbs

Look to the Research!Look to the Research!

What the literature tells us about effective vocabulary instructionWhat the literature tells us about effective vocabulary instruction

1. Reading aloud/incorporating books into therapy is an 
effective and efficient way to build vocabulary.

2. Active engagement improves learning.

3. Effective direct vocabulary instruction does not rely on 
definitions.

4. Teaching word parts enhances learning.

5. Students must represent their knowledge of words in both  
linguistic and non-linguistic ways.

6. Playing with words and gamification are effective ways to 
help students become more word conscious.

7. Repeated exposure is essential

1. Reading aloud/incorporating books into therapy is an 
effective and efficient way to build vocabulary.

2. Active engagement improves learning.

3. Effective direct vocabulary instruction does not rely on 
definitions.

4. Teaching word parts enhances learning.

5. Students must represent their knowledge of words in both  
linguistic and non-linguistic ways.

6. Playing with words and gamification are effective ways to 
help students become more word conscious.

7. Repeated exposure is essential

25 26

27 28

29 30
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Echo Reading
Paired Reading
Questioning Strategies
Predicting 
Wordless Books
Reader’s Theatre

Echo Reading
Paired Reading
Questioning Strategies
Predicting 
Wordless Books
Reader’s Theatre

Interactive Reading Strategies

Echo Reading

Echo Reading, Antonyms
Paired Reading, Shades of 
Meaning,

31 32

33 34

35 36
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Make your own 
cow pairs!
Make your own 
cow pairs!

Reading Cows Seeding Cows

Sleeping Cowss
Weeping Cows

Eating Cows
Beating Cows

Representing Vocabulary 
in linguistic and non-
linguistic modes

Rosie the Hen went for 
a walk:
Rosie the Hen went for 
a walk:

 Across the yard

 Around the pool

 Over the haystack

 Past the mill

 Through the fence

 Under the beehive

 And got home just in time for dinner!

 (Unaware that the fox had been 
chasing her the entire time)

 Across the yard

 Around the pool

 Over the haystack

 Past the mill

 Through the fence

 Under the beehive

 And got home just in time for dinner!

 (Unaware that the fox had been 
chasing her the entire time)

37 38

39 40

41 42
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Extend to Written LanguageExtend to Written Language

Targets multiple Core Communication Skills:  
Tell or recount a story; Use complete 
sentences, Demonstrate understanding.  
Scaffold to story grammar 
development..MORE!

Targets multiple Core Communication Skills:  
Tell or recount a story; Use complete 
sentences, Demonstrate understanding.  
Scaffold to story grammar 
development..MORE!

Students write or dictate 
nouns that go into the boxes 
to create their own versions of 
Rosie’s Walk.

Students write or dictate 
nouns that go into the boxes 
to create their own versions of 
Rosie’s Walk.

Add simple picturesAdd simple pictures

Addresses Core Skills: 
Speaking and 
listening/presentation of 
knowledge and ideas
• Adds drawing or other 

visual displays to clarify 
information, ideas, 
thoughts, feelings 

Add AdjectivesAdd Adjectives

 Core Skills:

 Use Adjectives

 Produce and expand sentences

 Shades of meaning/adjectives 

 Increase MLU (oral)

Facilitate understanding of 
sentence structure (oral and 
written)

Retell/Sequence story

 Core Skills:

 Use Adjectives

 Produce and expand sentences

 Shades of meaning/adjectives 

 Increase MLU (oral)

Facilitate understanding of 
sentence structure (oral and 
written)

Retell/Sequence story

Does it make 
sense?

Draw story both 
ways!

 (Also works with 
–

more Classroom 
standards and IEP 
targets)

Does it make 
sense?

Draw story both 
ways!

 (Also works with 
–

more Classroom 
standards and IEP 
targets)

Add Adjectives

Add Opposites

ECHO READING, PREDICTING, READER’S THEATRE

Core Standards

43 44

45 46

47 48
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Movement

Lurch Slink

Walk Glide

Strut Float

Prance Slither

March Squirm

Trudge Ooze

Lumber Prowl

Clomp Stride

Stomp Mosey

Tiptoe Sneak 

Act it OutAct it Out

Obviously, you are going to have students act out all of the 
different ways a Monster can move!

“Slink,” lumber,” and “march” your way across the room. Try 
the “side lurch” like Uncle Rob (the zombie).

For multiple students, have them pick which form of 
movement they want to demonstrate or do a compare 
and contrast, such as “prowl” versus “prance.”

Obviously, you are going to have students act out all of the 
different ways a Monster can move!

“Slink,” lumber,” and “march” your way across the room. Try 
the “side lurch” like Uncle Rob (the zombie).

For multiple students, have them pick which form of 
movement they want to demonstrate or do a compare 
and contrast, such as “prowl” versus “prance.”

Extend  
(so many ways to do this:  Here is one)

Extend  
(so many ways to do this:  Here is one)

 Brainstorm others things that could move in the way 
described….And what could not!

Things that lumber: Things that do NOT lumber:

Elephant Snake

Rhinocerous Butterfly

Gorilla Eagle

 Brainstorm others things that could move in the way 
described….And what could not!

Things that lumber: Things that do NOT lumber:

Elephant Snake

Rhinocerous Butterfly

Gorilla Eagle

Categorization, Critical Thinking
STICKY NOTE ALERTSTICKY NOTE ALERT

One of my new favorites…One of my new favorites…

CREATE A NEW BOOK TITLE!CREATE A NEW BOOK TITLE!

Task:  Create a title for another (hypothetical)  book 
following the pattern of the title from Monsters Can 
Mosey.

For younger students:  Have students brainstorm other 
ways that “nouns” can “move.” You write the title on a 
sticky note and they add it to the poster or word wall 
board.

For older students:  Students create and write titles 
themselves.

Task:  Create a title for another (hypothetical)  book 
following the pattern of the title from Monsters Can 
Mosey.

For younger students:  Have students brainstorm other 
ways that “nouns” can “move.” You write the title on a 
sticky note and they add it to the poster or word wall 
board.

For older students:  Students create and write titles 
themselves.

Movement Fear Cognition

Lurch Slink Scary Think

Walk Glide Unnerving Know

Strut Float Panic Suspect

Prance Slither Frighten Keep in mind

March Squirm Spooky Conclude

Trudge Ooze Creepy Suppose

Lumber Prowl Horrifying Imagine

Clomp Stride

Stomp Mosey

Tiptoe Sneak 

49 50

51 52

53 54
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Core Standards

Which one is different?
Critical Thinking

Sheep Sort!

Clothes No Clothes

Get Crafty!Get Crafty!

Represented in both 
linguistic and non 
linguistic modes

55 56

57 58

59 60
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Core Standards

61 62

63 64

65 66
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Syllable 
Segmenter

Syllable 
Segmenter

Skill: Identify the number of syllables in each word. 

Directions: Drag the picture under the correct column to indicate the number of syllables in the word. 

Skill: Identify the number of syllables in each word. 

Directions: Drag the picture under the correct column to indicate the number of syllables in the word. 

What does it look like? 
(size, shape, color, parts)

What does it sound like? 

How does it 
smell or taste?

How does it 
feel?

Where do you find it or keep 
it?

When do we eat 
it? 

How is it made? 
OR 

What can you make 
with it? 

What group does it 
go in? 

How is it different from 
other foods in that 
group? 

Peas AvocadoPotatoesApples BananaPeanut Strawberries Chocolate Milk

BIG BIGGER BIGGEST
Drag and drop match items to correct term

avocado, peanut, banana

Drag and drop match items to correct term

avocado, peanut, banana

Peas AvocadoPotatoesApples BananaPeanut Strawberries Chocolate Milk

Drag and drop match items to correct term

Pea, strawberry, apple

Drag and drop match items to correct term

Pea, strawberry, apple

SMALL SMALLER SMALLEST

Peas AvocadoPotatoesApples BananaPeanut Strawberries Chocolate Milk

Drag and drop match items to correct term

Pea, strawberry, apple

Drag and drop match items to correct term

Pea, strawberry, apple

SMALL SMALLER SMALLEST
PAIRED READING, PREDICTING, READER’S THEATRE

Comparatives, Superlatives

Core Standards

67 68

69 70

71 72
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Wordless 
Books
Wordless 
Books

Great vehicle to target 
a wide variety of targets:

Vocabulary

Semantics (word 
categories)

Story Structure

Writing

Retell Story using modeled vocabulary, VERBS, ADJECTIVES/ADVERBS

Pick a 
Wordless 
Book

Pick a 
Wordless 
Book

Small groups, full class, 
individual students 

FOR OLDER STUDENTS

Create a set of vocabulary words Create a set of vocabulary words 

 Identify potential vocabulary words from story.
Could use nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, 

compound words, double meaning words, and more (based 
on appropriate grade level/academic expectations)

Students write one word per sticky note
Students determine which page of the wordless book would 

be appropriate for that word (okay to put more than one 
word on a page)

Works very well in groups of all sizes.

 Identify potential vocabulary words from story.
Could use nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, 

compound words, double meaning words, and more (based 
on appropriate grade level/academic expectations)

Students write one word per sticky note
Students determine which page of the wordless book would 

be appropriate for that word (okay to put more than one 
word on a page)

Works very well in groups of all sizes.

WORDLESS BOOKS, FRIENDLY QUESTIONS, PREDICTION

Core Standards

73 74

75 76

77 78
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Figurative LanguageFigurative Language

Mad as a hornet

Ran like the wind

Like the shifting colors of a kaleidoscope
Like a spoiled brat

Like he had wings on his feet

Mad as a hornet

Ran like the wind

Like the shifting colors of a kaleidoscope
Like a spoiled brat

Like he had wings on his feet

79 80

81 82

83 84
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How many bajillion vocab (and 
other language targets) did this 

ONE BOOK target?

How many bajillion vocab (and 
other language targets) did this 

ONE BOOK target?

Picking the right book is important!Picking the right book is important!

85 86
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“MAKE IT 

META”

“MAKE IT 

META”

As students move out of the early primary 
grades, the emphasis should move beyond 

merely adding more words to their vocabulary 
base 

TO

Helping students learn to talk about, analyze, 
and think about language and vocabulary 
independent of the concrete meaning of 

individual words.

As students move out of the early primary 
grades, the emphasis should move beyond 

merely adding more words to their vocabulary 
base 

TO

Helping students learn to talk about, analyze, 
and think about language and vocabulary 
independent of the concrete meaning of 

individual words.

Learning Word MeaningsLearning Word Meanings

Research tells us 
that  one of the 
LEAST effective 

ways for students to 
learn word 

meanings is to 
copy definitions 

from a dictionary 

How NOT to teach VocabularyHow NOT to teach Vocabulary

“Although studies indicate that some intervention is 
better than none, rote memorization of words and 
definitions is the least effective instructional 
method, resulting in little long-term effect.”

(Kameenui, Dixon and Carine, 1987; Baker, 
Simmons, and Kameenui, 1995). 

“Although studies indicate that some intervention is 
better than none, rote memorization of words and 
definitions is the least effective instructional 
method, resulting in little long-term effect.”

(Kameenui, Dixon and Carine, 1987; Baker, 
Simmons, and Kameenui, 1995). 

“Finding word definitions and writing those words in 
sentences has very little impact on word 
knowledge and language use.”

Janet Allen, 1999

Synonyms

Shades of meaning

Flexible thinking

Categorization

Synonyms

Shades of meaning

Flexible thinking

Categorization

1 2

3 4

5 6
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Adjectives

Adverbs

Use Classroom 
Vocabulary 

(Science, Social 
Studies Units, 

spelling words, 
etc.) -

(grade level 
content) 

WHALE dive swim

ARMADILLO swim leap

CROCODILE leap slither

SNAKE slither climb

PRAYING MANTIS climb fly

Adverbs   (Tier Two/Core 
Vocaulary)

Adverbs   (Tier Two/Core 
Vocaulary)

7 8

9 10

11 12
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quickly

lazily

gently

happily

excitedly

sneakily

carefully

slowly

eagerly

interestingly

quietly

loudlywildly

silently

noiselessly noisily

dangerously effortlessly

ADVERBS OF MANNER
WHALE dives swims

eagerly lazily

ARMADILLO swims leaps

slowly excitably

CROCODILE leaps slithers

wildly (silently)

SNAKE slithers climbs

quickly effortlessly

PRAYING MANTIS climbs flys

slowly carefully

ADVERBS OF PLACE
WHALE dives swims

into under

ARMADILLO swims leaps

across straight up

CROCODILE leaps slithers

forward into

SNAKE slithers climbs

through up

PRAYING MANTIS climbs flies

over upward

One Book….One Book….

 Verbs
 Adverbs of Place
 Adverbs of Manner
 Conjunctions
 Represent concepts in non-linguistic 

ways
 Synonyms
 Shades of Meaning
 Make connections between word 

and real life

 Verbs
 Adverbs of Place
 Adverbs of Manner
 Conjunctions
 Represent concepts in non-linguistic 

ways
 Synonyms
 Shades of Meaning
 Make connections between word 

and real life

CinquainsCinquains

Five line, non-rhyming poems that specify how 
particular types of words are used to create a theme.

Target wide range of language and CCSS skills.

Great way to work with entire class (and your 
students at the same time) to reinforce learning, 
semantic categories, and academic vocabulary.

Five line, non-rhyming poems that specify how 
particular types of words are used to create a theme.

Target wide range of language and CCSS skills.

Great way to work with entire class (and your 
students at the same time) to reinforce learning, 
semantic categories, and academic vocabulary.
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FEELINGS WHEEL FEELINGS WHEEL

www.dynamic-resources.net FREE Resources Tab

Gloria Wilcox

miserable

lonely

peaceful

happy

relieved

suprised

excited

frightenedsad

curious

angry

sleepyunaware

imaginative

scaredenergetic

happy

loving

peaceful surprised
Talk, Move, Imagine, Smile

Active 
Engagement

1 2 3

4 5 6
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•Start with a white sheet of 
paper. 

•Take a black marker (or 
whatever you want or have in 
your hand!) and draw a line that 
curls all around the paper.

• Keep the marker on the paper, 
making loops and designs. 

•When you feel you have 
finished, connect the line to the 
start to enclose the loop. 

Start and end!

•If you wish, color in the areas, 
using whatever colors you like!  

Sign it!
Shari Robertson

Now it is a MASTERPIECE!

Shari Robertson

Partner Doodle

• One child closes eyes and makes a 
doodle (move pencil without picking it 
up)

• Passes doodle to a partner.

• Partner finishes the doodle into a 
drawing of something – real or make 
believe (or just an interesting doodle).

• Talk about what it is, how it’s used, why 
they chose to turn the doodle into that 
“thing.” etc

Partner Doodle

• One child closes eyes and makes a 
doodle (move pencil without picking it 
up)

• Passes doodle to a partner.

• Partner finishes the doodle into a 
drawing of something – real or make 
believe (or just an interesting doodle).

• Talk about what it is, how it’s used, why 
they chose to turn the doodle into that 
“thing.” etc

www.classroomdoodles.com/animal-creations.html

• Get a plain piece of paper and a 
drawing utensil.

•Pick a head and trace it near the 
top of the paper. Make sure you 
leave for any horns and long 
legs!

•Add other body parts by tracing 
the ones you like onto your 
doodle monster.

•Now, add in any of your own fun 
designs. 

•Name your doodle monster and 
color any way you like (or not!). 

Language/Vocab 
Goals
•Describe the body parts you 
used (humongous nose, 
delicate wings, spiky hair, etc.)

•Tell back story (what does your 
monster like to eat where does 
it live, how does it move)

•Describe ways your monster 
can move (and act it out)

10 11 12
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Feelings/EQ
• How is your monster feeling today?
• What makes him mad?
• What makes her happy?
• What makes her sad?
• What makes your monster afraid?

Available in handouts at 
www.dynamic-resources.net
FREE RESOURCES TAB

WHAT’S YOUR 
SUPERPOWER?

Favorite Books about 
Superpowers

Important Things 
About Superheros

Superhero name 

Special powers and
abilities

Sidekick(s)

Nemesis or
archenemy (that 
usually embody the 
opposite of their
goals and beliefs)

More 
Superhero 
Stuff to 
Imagine

• Interesting backstory

• Specific favorites (like food, clothes,
etc.)

• Mode of transportation (vehicle)

• Where they live

• How they transform

• Particular goals and beliefs

• Other characteristics that set them
apart from “normal” people

Expansion Activities

19 20 21
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Cinquain TemplateCinquain Template

(1) Noun                                              ___

(2) Adjectives                                ___   ___

(3) Verbs                                      ___   ___   ___

(4) Feelings or observations       ___ ___  ___  ___

(1) Repeat or re-state noun              ___

(1) Noun                                              ___

(2) Adjectives                                ___   ___

(3) Verbs                                      ___   ___   ___

(4) Feelings or observations       ___ ___  ___  ___

(1) Repeat or re-state noun              ___

*See Template in Handouts

Cinquains!Cinquains!

Create Your 
Own!

Awesome AnalogiesAwesome Analogies

Not just for MAT test!  Analogies are an excellent 
vehicle for building vocabulary at the meta-level.

An be used with very young students through high 
school and beyond.

To complete an analogy, students must know the 
meanings of each word and be able to identify the 
relationship between them based on the critical 
characteristics of the words.

Not just for MAT test!  Analogies are an excellent 
vehicle for building vocabulary at the meta-level.

An be used with very young students through high 
school and beyond.

To complete an analogy, students must know the 
meanings of each word and be able to identify the 
relationship between them based on the critical 
characteristics of the words.

Learn the notationLearn the notation

________:____________   (blank is to blank)

:: (as)

_____________:____________ (blank is to blank)

________:____________   (blank is to blank)

:: (as)

_____________:____________ (blank is to blank)

Examples of Types of Analogy 
Relationships

Examples of Types of Analogy 
Relationships

Relationship Easy Example

Synonym big:large::small:little

Antonym in:out::up:down

Part/Whole wheel:bike::tire:car

Characteristic cold:snow::sweet:sugar

Cause/Effect fire:burn::ice:freeze

Object/Location cow:barn::bird:nest

Classification purple:color::hammer:tool

Action/Object fly:plane::drive:car

Item/Purpose fork:eating::crayon:coloring

Product/Worker smell:nose::sight:eye
*this list is included in your handouts

19 20

21 22
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Teaching AnalogiesTeaching Analogies

 Key is to determine the relationship between the first set of 
words. (can use the list)

Create a “relationship sentence” to link the words.

Then, use that knowledge to solve the second part of the 
analogy.

 Key is to determine the relationship between the first set of 
words. (can use the list)

Create a “relationship sentence” to link the words.

Then, use that knowledge to solve the second part of the 
analogy.

Create relationship sentences…Identify 
the relationship
Create relationship sentences…Identify 
the relationship

Sweet:Saccharin
Charcoal:Sketch
Portrait:Artist
Spin:Dizzy
Steamy:Tropical
Inflate:Deflate

Sweet:Saccharin
Charcoal:Sketch
Portrait:Artist
Spin:Dizzy
Steamy:Tropical
Inflate:Deflate

Relationship

Synonym

Antonym

Part/Whole

Characteristic

Cause/Effect

Object/Location

Classification

Action/Object

Item/Purpose

Product/Worker

Analogies 
ROCK!

“Commonyms”“Commonyms”

A group of 
three words 
that have a 
single trait in 

common

25 26
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Hink-PinksHink-Pinks

Two-Word Rhyming Word PuzzlesTwo-Word Rhyming Word Puzzles

Try Some Hink-Pinks!Try Some Hink-Pinks!

Move, Female Deer ____________________________

24 hours with toys ____________________________

50% giggle ____________________________

A totally cool father ____________________________

A blue-green moray ____________________________

A boring Choo-choo ____________________________

A cap that got sat on ____________________________

A cloudy 24 hours____________________________

Move, Female Deer ____________________________

24 hours with toys ____________________________

50% giggle ____________________________

A totally cool father ____________________________

A blue-green moray ____________________________

A boring Choo-choo ____________________________

A cap that got sat on ____________________________

A cloudy 24 hours____________________________

www.WuzzlesandPuzzles.com

Building Better Vocabulary 
Through
Morphological Instruction

Sub-lexical (morphological) instructionSub-lexical (morphological) instruction

freedigitalphoto.com

Study of the internal 
structure of words as a 
key to comprehension 
and vocabulary 
development

Morphemes are the meaning structures of 
words!

Instruction at the sub-lexical level provides students 
with explicit awareness of morphemes – a meta skill.

Such instruction may bring a double benefit of the 
understanding of generative word structure knowledge, 
and the motivation to attend closely to words (word 
consciousness). 

Instruction at the sub-lexical level provides students 
with explicit awareness of morphemes – a meta skill.

Such instruction may bring a double benefit of the 
understanding of generative word structure knowledge, 
and the motivation to attend closely to words (word 
consciousness). 

No wonder students on our       
caseloads struggle!
No wonder students on our       
caseloads struggle!

Studies show that those who  struggle with 
literacy for various  reasons show weaknesses 
not only on phonologically-based measures, 
but also on morphology.

Like phonology, morphology explains 
significant unique variance of literacy skills (e.g., 
Kirby et al., 2012)

Studies show that those who  struggle with 
literacy for various  reasons show weaknesses 
not only on phonologically-based measures, 
but also on morphology.

Like phonology, morphology explains 
significant unique variance of literacy skills (e.g., 
Kirby et al., 2012)
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Intervention to Facilitate
Morphological Knowledge
Intervention to Facilitate
Morphological Knowledge

Translating Research into PracticeTranslating Research into Practice

Nagy and Anderson (1984) estimated that the meaning of 
about 60% of the novel written words elementary students 
encounter could be worked out through morphological 
problem-solving in combination with sentence level cues.

Nagy and Anderson (1984) estimated that the meaning of 
about 60% of the novel written words elementary students 
encounter could be worked out through morphological 
problem-solving in combination with sentence level cues.

Affix AwarenessAffix Awareness

Beginning-level word studyBeginning-level word study

Books the 
support early 
morphological 
awareness 
development

Books the 
support early 
morphological 
awareness 
development

(I always start with a book)(I always start with a book)

Find theFind the

37 38
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A good place to begin to help students begin to learn 
about the internal structure of words is to focus on the 
base/root word.  

Start by providing a list of multisyllabic words, (avoid 
compound words for this activity).   

Ask students to circle, or highlight the root word. 

A good place to begin to help students begin to learn 
about the internal structure of words is to focus on the 
base/root word.  

Start by providing a list of multisyllabic words, (avoid 
compound words for this activity).   

Ask students to circle, or highlight the root word. 

Find the Roots!Find the Roots!

sugary

stressful

toothless

helping

unhappiness

undone

prewash

sugary

stressful

toothless

helping

unhappiness

undone

prewash

sugary

stressful

toothless

helping

unhappiness

undone

prewash

Roots and BranchesRoots and Branches
Create flashcards (index cards)  that include a variety of 

base words and multiple affixes. 

Have students make as many multi-syllabic words as they 
can from these “roots and branches.” 

 This activity can be modified to work with individuals, 
small groups, large groups, or learning teams. 

 Eventually, you can have students create the sets of 
flashcards or lists and challenge one another.  

Create flashcards (index cards)  that include a variety of 
base words and multiple affixes. 

Have students make as many multi-syllabic words as they 
can from these “roots and branches.” 

 This activity can be modified to work with individuals, 
small groups, large groups, or learning teams. 

 Eventually, you can have students create the sets of 
flashcards or lists and challenge one another.  

Roots and BranchesRoots and Branches

dis bound ly
un happy ful
re spect less

honest ing
like ful
tie able

play

43 44
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Working with Orthographic 
Morphological Families
Working with Orthographic 
Morphological Families

words which share a common written base. words which share a common written base. 

Morphological MatrixMorphological Matrix

Represents  the interrelated structure of 
orthographic morphological families. 

Orthographic representations of morphemes are 
arranged into cells around a base that binds a 
morphological family.

Represents  the interrelated structure of 
orthographic morphological families. 

Orthographic representations of morphemes are 
arranged into cells around a base that binds a 
morphological family.

re
en act

ed
s
ing
or         s
ress es

tion ary
ivate
tion
ing

Because the pronunciations of written morphemes 
often shift across words, matrices often assemble word 
families which use different pronunciations of a base.

Matrices can be used to bring clarity to the 
interrelationship of morphology and phonology in 
English orthography. 

Because the pronunciations of written morphemes 
often shift across words, matrices often assemble word 
families which use different pronunciations of a base.

Matrices can be used to bring clarity to the 
interrelationship of morphology and phonology in 
English orthography. 

Spelling and MorphologySpelling and Morphology

Studying words through one-at-a-time memorization 
characterizes much of spelling instruction, but it fails to 
motivate many children to learn about words (Fresch, 
2007).

Morphology instruction gives children skills and strategies 
for both meaning and spelling applications! 

Studying words through one-at-a-time memorization 
characterizes much of spelling instruction, but it fails to 
motivate many children to learn about words (Fresch, 
2007).

Morphology instruction gives children skills and strategies 
for both meaning and spelling applications! 
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SEEP
(foldable)

SEEP
(foldable)

STEM
(word part:  

prefix, root, suffix)

EXAMPLES EXPLANATION
S

PICTURE

MAL-

Malpractice

Malevolent

Malodorous

Malificent
(Sleeping Beauty)

Draco Malfoy
(Harry Potter)

SOMETHING 
BAD or EVIL

BRACE MAPBRACE MAP

ANTIFEDERALIST

ANTI 
(Against/Opposed)

FEDERAL 
(Syn: 
National/Central)

IST
(Noun: Person)

“A person against 
a central form of  
government”

BONUS BOOK!BONUS BOOK! • Shari Robertson, Ph.D., 
CCC-SLP, Board Certified 
Specialist/Child Language

• CEO Dynamic Resources

Have Fun Building 
Very Vivid 

Vocabulary!

drshari@dynamic-resources.org
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